
Galaxy Formation and 
Evolution



Galaxies: the class of objects dominating what 
we can see in the Universe (outside of the Milky 
Way)



• Why do objects like this exist? 
• Why do baryons (and dark matter) 

clump in this particular manner?
• What determines their distributions 

(luminosity function, clustering, 
etc.)?

• How did these structures form and 
evolve?  



 "...there is a grandeur and majesty in the concept [of island 
universes] and an agreement with the general cosmical continuity 
expected on philosophical grounds, which is both inspirring and 
alluring. Few greater concepts have ever been formed in the mind 
of thinking man than this one, namely, - that we, the microbic 
inhabitants of a minor satellite of one of millions of suns which 
form our galaxy, may look out beyound its confines and behold 
other similar galaxies, tens of thousands of light-years in diameter, 
each composed, like ours, of a thousand million or more suns, and 
that, in so doing, we are penetrating the greater cosmos to distances 
of from half a million to a hundred million light-years."
(H.D. Curtis, Lick Observatory, 1924) 



Issues I will try to introduce 
briefly today:

• Primordial density fluctuations
• Dark ages
• Hierarchical structure formation
• SFR(z) and Ω*(z)
• Downsizing
• Feedback
• Scaling relations



When I took courses in the early 90ies galaxy formation (or 
Milky Way formation) was presented as question of two 
main models: Searle & Zinn (1978) versus Eggen, Lynden-
Bell & Sandage (1962)  

http://www.astro.caltech.edu/~george/ay20/Chiappini-MilkyWay.pdf

http://www.astro.caltech.edu/~george/ay20/Chiappini-MilkyWay.pdf
















Fluctuations in the Cosmic microwave 
background observed with WMAP
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Crucial element in the picture: Cold Dark matter

Dark matter is supposed to be a gas of some unknown 
type of massive, slowly moving particles. The particles 
have no electromagnetic interaction, but they have a mass 
and possibly a weak coupling to normal matter.

Extensions of the standard model of particle physics have 
produces a very large number of candidates for the dark 
matter particles, but we do not know the correct model. 
Maybe LHC will provide an answer, maybe not.

Neutrinos are known examples of dark matter, but the 
known neutrino species do not contribute the majority of 
the dark matter. 

More from Romero!



film



Hierarchical structure formation



Dark Ages



SFR(z) and Ω*(z)

Bouwens et al. (2011)



SFR(z) and Ω*(z)

Dickinson et al. (2003), Labbe et al. (2010)



Downsizing





Feedback

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1102.0283.pdfMore from Kotilainen

http://arxiv.org/pdf/1102.0283.pdf
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21cm profiles and rotation curves exemplified 
by UGC11973
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21cm profiler



http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Tully-Fisher_relation

Tully-Fisher relation
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http://www.scholarpedia.org/article/Tully-Fisher_relation




How does it all add up? 

Is it correct?

Not entirely clear!

 – still lots of work for us to do!
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